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Abstract. More than four out of 10 sports fans consider themselves
soccer fans, making the game the world’s most popular sport. Sports are
season based and constantly changing over time, as well, statistics vary
according to the sport and league. Understanding sports communities in
Social Networks and identifying fan’s expertise is a key indicator for soc-
cer prediction. This research proposes a Machine Learning Model using
polarity on a dataset of 3,000 tweets taken during the last game week on
English Premier League season 19/20. The end goal is to achieve a flexi-
ble mechanism, which automatizes the process of gathering the corpus of
tweets before a match, and classifies its sentiment to find the probability
of a winning game by evaluating the network centrality.

Keywords: Graph Theory · Machine Learning · Sentiment Analysis ·
Social Networks · Sports Analytics.

1 Introduction

Most of today’s literature on Machine Learning and Soccer talks about engineer-
ing the best indicators based on match statistics. Also, current research tries to
figure out the best existing features to build models that could predict results
before a game. However, retrieving data for a set of repeatable events is a difficult
task to accomplish, as well, changes on the team, staff, management, and many
other factors could have happened. Based on Graph Theory, Social Networks can
be seen as a set of interconnected users with a weighted influence on its edges.
Evaluating the spread influence of fans can serve as a metric for identifying fans’
intensity. In order to decouple league, team, and even sports information, it is
proposed a Sentiment Analysis Model which scores polarity on opinions made
by soccer fans on Twitter.

1.1 Review on Social Network Analysis: Spread Influence

Some research studies, as the one developed by Yan, [16] evaluate the influ-
ence of users, represented as nodes, on other entities under the Social Network
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Analysis, this is performed by calculating a value for each eigenvector by scor-
ing the weight and the importance of the nodes it is connected to. This paper
also adds betweenness centrality, which obtains the shortest paths and finds the
most repetitive nodes, so that the most influential elements in the network are
identified.

Riquelme[11] proposes two new centralization measures for evaluating net-
works. The model graph is a compound of labels representing the resistance of
the actors to be influenced, and the weight of the edges is the power of influence
from one actor to another.

The equation 1 of the Node activation is:∑
j∈Ft(X)Wij ≥ f(i) (1)

The activation occurs when the sum of the weight of activated nodes con-
nected to i, in the set of Ft(X) is greater or equal to i’s resistance denoted as
f(i).

The equation 2 of the Spread of Influence X is:

F (X) =
⋃k

t=0 Ft(X) = F0(X) ∪ ... ∪ Fk(X) (2)

where t denotes the current spread level of X, and X is an initial activation
set.

The first measure considered is called Linear Threshold Centrality and rep-
resents how much an actor i can spread his influence within a network, this by
convincing his immediate neighbors.

The equation 3 of the Linear Threshold Centrality is:

LTR(i) = |F ({i}∪neighbors(i))|
n

(3)

The second measure is Linear Threshold Centralization, this defines how
centralized the network is, by finding a k-core which is the maximal subgraph
C(G) such that every vertex has a degree at least k.

The equation 4 of the Linear Threshold Centralization is:

LTC(G) = |F ( ˆC(G))|
n

(4)

This relation shows that elements outside the core are easier to be influenced.
Kim[6] proposed a formula to address opportunity based on satisfying the

fan’s requirements. Korean National Football team’s comments on the match
against Uzbekistan on FIFA World Cup 2018 qualifications were ranked using
TF-IDF, which reflects the relevance a word has in the document. After that,
a clustering algorithm, such as K-Means, was implemented for topic modeling,
once the topic was known, it was assigned a satisfaction value given by the Delphi
Method.

The equation 5 of the Delphi satisfaction expression is:

TSi =

∑ji

j=1
CSi,j

Ji

(5)

CSi,j satisfaction level of the j-th post in the i-th topic, TSi average satis-
faction for the i-th topic, and Ji total number of post in the i-th topic.
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1.2 Review on Sentiment Analysis

Schumaker[13] applies sentiment analysis based on a combination of 8 models
using either polarity, such as positive, negative, and neutral, and tone such as
the objective, subjective, and neutral. This research has an odds-based approach
that gathers an odds-maker’s match balance sheet on demand of the wagers. The
sentiment is calculated by normalizing a specific data model against tweets for
a particular club and match.

The equation 6 of the Normalize polarity is:

max(

∑
Tweets|Modeln,Club1,Matchm∑

Club1,Matchm
,

∑
Tweets|Modeln,Club2,Matchm∑

Club2,Matchm
) (6)

When models tested with negative polarity were higher, they could predict
a potential loss, whereas models of positive polarity as a possible win.

In contrast, Dharmarajan[2] applied the Multinomial Naive Bayes Algorithm
into two main classifiers. The first one is oriented towards an objective tone, this
model is trained with a self-made dataset of well-trusted sources, and the second
one is a subjectivity classifier that can either label text as positive or negative.
This last one achieved 79,50% accuracy over 32,000 instances, while the first one
obtained 77,45% when trained with 86,000 records.

Ljajic[9] proposes a sentiment score by quantifying the logarithmic difference
of terms in positive and negative sports comments. Again, sentiment classifica-
tion is seen as a supervised task that requires creating a domain-specific dic-
tionary and assigning a tag as positive or negative for each of the terms. The
author proposed the principle of logarithmic proportion TF-IDF as a labeling
mechanism.

The equation 7 of the Polarity compute using TF-IDF is:

tfidfp = (1 + tfp) ∗ log10
(

Np

Nt,p

)
(7)

Where tfidfp is the polarity of the term in positive comments, tfp is the term
frequency in positive comments, Np is the number of positive documents, and
Nt,p is the number of positive documents with term t. The same procedure will
be followed for negative ratio tfidfn, where the larger term will be set as a tag.

A methodology, for setting terms as stop words, is also concluded on this
research, by finding boundaries due to the logarithmic difference of the terms,
on the paper boundaries were set when accuracy stopped improving.

The equation 8 of the Logarithmic difference of term is:

DifLogt = log10

(
tfidfp+0.001
tfidfn+0.001

)
(8)

During World Cup 2018, Talha [14] constructed a database containing 38,371,358
tweets and 7,876,519 unique users, 9 different machine learning models were
trained with the 48 matches on the group phase, and tested to predict round
16, and so on. The features considered for this model are detailed information
about the user (number of followers, location, likes count, tweets counts, etc)
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and the tweet (is it a retweet, reply to a user, retweet count, like count, etc),
the highest accuracy obtained was 81.25% when using a Multilayer Perceptron
algorithm with 30,000 epochs.

Jai-Andaloussi[4] aims to summarize highlights in soccer events by analyzing
tweets and scoring text sentiment they recommend the deep learning method
implemented in Stanford NLP which categorizes comments from 0 being very
negative to 4 being very positive. However, as the intention is to obtain the most
relevant tweets, the moving-threshold burst detection technique is used.

The equation 9 of the Moving threshold is:

MTi = α ∗ (meani + x ∗ stdi) (9)

Given l as the length of the sliding window at time ti, N(l1) to N(li) where
N is the number of tweets, the mean and standard deviation at the time i can be
calculated. α is the relaxation parameter, and x is a constant between 1.5 and
2.0. A highlight is defined as N(li) > MTi.

2 Methodology

Soccer is constantly changing over time, in order to make this a real-time prob-
lem, a framework for gathering recent tweets was built. The methodology is
summarized in two key components: first tweets are preprocessed for scoring
sentiment polarity, and second, they are evaluated as a Social Network problem
by applying graph theory.

2.1 Gathering and preprocessing data

The data is obtained through the Twitter’s Standard Search API. The queries
were performed in the last match week on Premier League’s season 19/20 and
were limited to the English language. The data was processed into a Dataframe
with the next remaining fields as shown in Table 1. Twitter’s documentation
on standard operations shows that appending a string happy face ”:)” on the
query represents a positive attitude, while ”:(” represents a negative attitude.
The maximum number of tweets retrieved from a request is 100, to aid the
evaluation process, three types of queries were performed: first adding the happy
face, second adding the sad face, and finally a neutral request without a face.

In the end, a total of 30 JSON requests with a maximum count of 100 tweets
were available for study, Table 2 indicates the keywords placed in each fixture
query. However, not all fixture requests accomplished these 100 tweets as shown
in Table 3.

2.2 Data cleaning

The data cleaning process performed drop of duplicates with a count of one,
and drop off empty tweets, the empty tweets were filtered after removing user
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Table 1. Dataset fields

Field Description

1 season A YYYY representation of the match season.

2 weekgame The number of the current week match.

3 home team A three-letter code abbreviating the home team.

4 away team A three-letter code abbreviating the away team.

5 favorite count The count of favorites in the tweet.

6 lang A two-letter code abbreviating the language.

7 retweet count The count of retweets in the tweet.

8 retweeted True or false if the tweet is a retweet.

9 text The text of the tweet.

10 followers count The count of followers from the user.

11 verified True or false if the account is verified.

Table 2. Queries

Match Keywords

1 Arsenal vs Watford
#ARSFC @Arsenal #WatfordFC
@WatfordFC #ARSWAT

2 Burnley vs Brighton
#BURFC @BurnleyOfficial
#BHAFC @OfficialBHAFC
#BURBHA

3 Chelsea vs Wolves
#CFC @ChelseaFC #WWFC
@Wolves #CHEWOL

4 Crystal Palace vs Tottenham
#CPFC @CPFC #THFC
@SpursOfficial #CRYTOT

5 Everton vs Bournemouth
#EFC @Everton #AFCB
@afcbournemouth #EVEBOU

6 Leicester vs Manchester United
#LCFC @LCFC #MUFC
@ManUtd #LEIMUN

7 Manchester City vs Norwich
#MCFC @ManCity
@NorwichCityFC #MCINOR

8 Newcastle vs Liverpool
#NUFC @NUFC #LFC
@LFC #NEWLIV

9 Southampton vs Sheffield Utd
#SaintsFC @SouthamptonFC
#SUFC @SheffieldUnited

10 West Ham vs Aston Villa
@WestHam #AVFC
@AVFCOfficial #WHUAVL

mentions and ended up with no text to analyze, this returned a count of 11
empty tweets. At first, the library langdetect was used with a threshold of 50%
probability for the English language, however, in practice, the language detection
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Table 3. Requests

Match # of tweets

1 Arsenalvs Watford 247

2 Burnley vs Brighton 121

3 Chelsea vs Wolves 235

4 Crystal Palace vs Tottenham 156

5 Everton vs Bournemouth 143

6 Leicester vs Manchester United 256

7 Manchester City vs Norwich 198

8 Newcastle vs Liverpool 268

9 Southampton vs Sheffield Utd 128

10 West Ham vs Aston Villa 175

accuracy drops drastically on shorter tweets, so multilingual tweets were kept.
The length of the dataset finished with a total of 1,915 tweets.

2.3 Data engineering

In order to make the most of the available resources, extra variables were in-
cluded, two of them relate to text transformations.

– pre label: integer field that pre classifies the tweet according to the search
query, for positive tweets gives 1, negative -1 and 0 if neutral.

– support: integer field that pre represents the support to a given team if it
appears on the tweet a mention or hashtag to the home team returns 1 when
away team returns -1 and 0 if both appearances happened.

– no mentions: string field as a version of the tweet without mentions and
removing anything that is not plain text.

– with emojis: string field as a version of the tweet, this sophisticated text
transformation keeps mentions, removes links, and uses the emoji library to
encode emojis into text, also a regular expression matches happy and sad
faces representation and replace happy faces by the word good and sad faces
with the word bad.

Classifying polarity was possible by using available resources, such as the
Open Source Library Stanza [10], previously named Stanford NLP. Stanza is a
language-agnostic processing pipeline that groups together tokenization, lemma-
tization, part-of-speech tagging, dependency parsing, and named entity recogni-
tion. Stanza has a built-in model for Sentiment Analysis [5], this model is trained
as a one-layer Convolutional Neural Network using word2vec which are the re-
sulting vectors when applying bag-of-words on 100 billion articles on Google
News.

Since it is possible to provide text previously tokenized to Stanza’s pipeline,
it was preferable to create tokens using NLTK Tweet Tokenizer as it applies
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regular expressions to maintain mentions. A mention identifies users with the
prefix @, while Stanza Tokenizer split those characters underperforming entity
recognition.

Figure 1 shows some word clouds comparing the results given on the assump-
tion of the pre label tag against Stanza’s model evaluation.

Fig. 1. Word clouds comparison by polarity and model

By applying Stanza’s classification it is possible to measure the magnitude
of the polarity tags. Now, phrases such as love, good luck, hope, took relevance
on the positive tags, while on the negative tags curse words and negations took
precedence.

After classifying polarity in tweets from a Machine Learning perspective, two
new fields were created a modified support m support and modified sentiment
m sentiment. These fields were the result of matching a regular expression that
identifies suggested scores of form 0:0 or 0-0 since a result with a goal difference
greater than zero indicates clear favoritism to one of the adversarial teams.

Figure 2 shows relevance on the proposed characteristics, this is measured
by the amount of neutral support and sentiment that was able to be classified
as positive or negative, and as a side of the home team or away team.

2.4 Graph Theory

Popular teams such as Arsenal, Liverpool, Manchester United, etc., have higher
rates of tweets, making it difficult to choose a favorite when comparing against
its opponent. This section translates the imbalance of favoritism into a graph
analysis.

A simple graph [7] has the form G = (V,E) where V is a set of n vertexes
and E is a set of n edges. An edge is a link between two vertexes, so an edge Ek

is associated with an unordered pair of the vertex (Vi, Vj).
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Fig. 2. On the left the frequency of the pre label polarity by team support, on the
right the frequency of the modified polarity by team modified support

Here the vertex are the users and each edge represents a tweet to a tagged
user, the tagged user is the team which is mentioned on the tweet. The final tuple
looks like: (fan, team, edgek). Two edges were added to the graph when a tweet
mentioned both of the teams. Also, it was preferable to choose a multigraph
representation, since it is possible to have multiple edges of a fan to the same
team.

Edge’s weight Setting a singular value for each edge’s weight will miss out on
tweets having likes or being retweeted, as well, it would not solve the imbalance
problem, since the sum of all edges values from the team’s vertex to the fans
will be equal to the frequency of the fans of a given team.

The equation 10 of the Tweet’s weight imbalance is:

Ek(Ui,team)=c− Ui(likes)+Ui(retweets)∑k

i=0
support(team)+

∑k

i=0
support(match|neutral)

2

(10)

An edge between the user and the team represents the distance the tweet has
with the team, whenever a tweet is more retweeted or has a larger amount of
likes, it means it is more reachable to the audience of a team, subtracting from a
constant c, the relative number of likes and retweets to the support of the team,
means reducing the distance between the fan and the team. By calculating the
relative influence in a network as the sum of interactions over the frequency of
support in a team, a team with fewer followers will represent a greater reach to
its network, rather than the reach-in networks with larger amounts of fans, this
way the class imbalance problem could be resolved. Neutral support was split in
two and added to the frequency of each of the teams as seen in Figure 3 where
light blue lines are neutral, navy are the positive tweets and green negatives.
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Fig. 3. Graph using tweet’s weight imbal-
ance

Fig. 4. Graph using tweet’s inverted po-
larity

Inverted polarity This is a counter proposal for solving the imbalance prob-
lem, by interchanging support to the adversarial team. This creates a network
where negative links to a given team, become positive edges to its opponent and
vice versa. Then the network is composed only of positive and neutral polarity
represented in Figure 4.

3 Results

3.1 Evaluation

A way for evaluating network entities is through indexing centrality [17], this
metric indicates the influence of the vertex in the network. Degree centrality
is discarded, since it counts the number of links to a node, and as mentioned
earlier there is a clear imbalance between the number of fans, so it might present
misleading results. Betweenness centrality is not taken into consideration neither,
this measure gives precedence to mediation nodes that connect the network,
here users that mentioned both of the teams have the highest scores. Closeness
centrality is the selected measure for comparing independence and efficiency of
communication in an entity [8].

Closeness centrality It is computed as the reciprocal of the average of shortest-
path distance from an agent Au to all other agents. The equation 11 of the
Closeness centrality is:

C(u) = n−1∑n

i=1
d(i,u) (11)
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Current-flow closeness centrality It is based on information spreading effi-
ciently like an electrical current. Edges are now resistors re = 1/w(e) and each
vertex has a voltage v(u). The equation 12 of the Current-flow closeness
centrality is:

C(u) = n∑n

i=1
v(u)−v(i) (12)

This represents the ratio n to the sum of effective resistances between u and
other vertexes quoted [3]. It is also equivalent to the information centrality which
considers all path weights, not only the shortest ones, and instead computes its
average from the originated vertex. The information in a path is the inverse of
the length of a path [1]. The equation 13 of the Information centrality is:

Īu = n∑n

i=1

1
Iui

(13)

Harmonic centrality Applies harmonic mean to overcome outweighs from
infinite distances, and it is computed as the sum of the reciprocal of the shortest
path distances. The normalized harmonic centrality can reach up to 1 as the
maximum connected vertex. Lower values occur when used on an unconnected
graph representing the reduced capability of communication in the network [12].
The equation 14 of the Harmonic centrality is:

C(u) =
∑n

i=1
1

d(i,u) (14)

3.2 Testing

For evaluation purposes, the study was extended to a set of 54 matches starting
at week 38 from season 2019 up to week 8 from current season 2020. In total
7,833 tweets were analyzed. Besides a graph considering the three polarity links,
three subgraphs, one for each polarity, were built. Based on centrality measures
two cases were considered:

Case 1. Applying current-flow closeness centrality as a comparison measure
inter-team, since low resistance will show efficiency in the way a team communi-
cates to its fans. The difference between the current-flow closeness index on the
home team and away team will reflect the favorite team given its communication
effectiveness. The equation 15 of the Inter-team closeness is:

diff closeness=‖closeness(home)−closeness(away)‖ (15)

Case 2. Applying harmonic centrality as the leading polarity intra-team, to
know which polarity has a better representation of the fan’s sentiment towards a
team. Communication is more difficult when having fewer connections. For each
subgraph, the less fluctuated harmonic centrality given a polarity against the
harmonic centrality considering all three polarities will support a good commu-
nication capability. The equation 16 of the Intra-team closeness is:

closeness( team
polarity )=‖closeness(team)−closeness(polarity)‖ (16)
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Support Vector Machines were used for classifying a match as a win, draw,
or lose at home. These models were trained with different centrality indexes and
evaluated with five-fold cross-validation. During the pipeline different k best
features were applied testing ANOVA.

Fig. 5. Confusion matrix comparison

Table 4. Classification report when selecting features from tweet’s weight imbalance.

Classification Report

precision recall f1-score support

-1 0.60 0.65 0.63 23

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10

1 0.50 0.52 0.51 21

accuracy avg/total 0.48 0.48 0.48 54

Fig. 6. SVM’s selection on tweet’s weight imbalance
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Table 5. Classification report when selecting features from tweet’s inverted polarity.

Classification Report

precision recall f1-score support

-1 0.58 0.65 0.61 23

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 10

1 0.50 0.67 0.57 21

accuracy avg/total 0.54 0.54 0.54 54

Fig. 7. SVM’s selection on the inverted polarity

4 Discussion

Table 5 shows higher values on the recall metric than Table 4, this metric ref-
erences to all events classified correctly, while the precision metric focus on the
predicted positive to be correctly [15]. As seen in Figure 5 although the inverted
polarity model has a better recall, the weight imbalance model did not loose pre-
cision and gave more diversity to the prediction model by attempting to guess
draw matches.

About the metrics used, Figure 6 plots feature weights, and validates the
inter-team centrality as the difference on the normalized harmonic closeness cen-
trality, while the intra-team measure is given by singular polarities of a team.
Figure 7 confirms the current-flow closeness centrality as a non-significant mea-
sure.

Compared to the work done by Schumaker [13] with the highest accuracy of
50.49%, the current model has a slightly better performance with 54% accuracy.
However, this is only a sample of all Premier League games, so there is a huge
area of opportunity for testing future games.

Finally, this study brought relevant candidate features retrieved from fan
expertise in Social Media which can be interchanged with statistics and odds
information, for boosting accuracy in soccer prediction before a game.
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5 Conclusion

Football as any other sport is unpredictable, modeling draws is a very difficult
task, as well classifying a match previous to its start. Probabilities closer to the
end of the game might give more accurate results, but it is also true that a match
can be flipped in the last five minutes.

This study gave satisfactory results from the fact that it does not consider
statistics at all, instead, it uses as a historical database the knowledge from
fans’ comments, for scoring polarity to a team and then generates a prediction
previous to the start of the game.

This novelty presents a prediction mechanism that can be decoupled from
football league’s and even sports, whenever comparing a team’s sports with
scores of the form 0-0, future steps would consider testing this method in other
sports. Also as far as our knowledge, it presents a unique methodology for mining
Sports sentiment in Social Networks by engineering centrality measures to be
considered as candidate features in order to train a Machine Learning model.
The proposal of computing edges’ weights relative to the size of the network,
and to the reach of a tweet by encountering the number of likes and shares, is
a unique mechanism for balancing the network. Even, measures as betweenness
centrality could lead us to the highest impact fans driven conversation between
the networks of the adversarial teams.

Beyond, this study could find a rich area of opportunity in other fields, when
scoring polarity tendencies on users by applying intra-team evaluation, and gen-
erating comparison metrics between users by an inter-team evaluation. In the
marketing sector, the first statement could be seen as the way customers per-
ceive the product, as well, measure an efficient communication to the spectator,
while the second could be used as a powerful benchmarking tool.
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